I. Introduction
There is an interdependent relationship between supply and demand; organizations need to understand customer demand so that they can manage it, create future demand and, of course, meet the level of desired customer satisfaction. Most of the decisions take place under imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth. Some objectives and constraints are often difficult to be measured by crisp values. Traditional analytical techniques were found to be non-effective when dealing with problems in which the dependencies between variables are too complex or ill-defined. These mathematical models use different formulae and equations to solve such problems. During their education and training, engineers are most often directed to the use of exclusively objective knowledge. Many sources can contribute to the imprecision and uncertainty of data or information. It has been pointed out that in the future, it needs to learn how to manage data that is imprecise or uncertain, and that contains an explicit representation of the uncertainty. Classical data models often suffer from their incapability of representing and manipulating imprecise and uncertain information that may occur in many realworld applications [2] . These applications characteristically require the modeling and manipulation of complex objects and semantic relationships. Since classical relational database model and its extension of fuzziness do not satisfy the need of modeling complex objects with imprecision and uncertainty. From the information soft set theory is generally used to solve such problem.
II. Review Work
Deli et. al. defined relations on the fuzzy parametrized soft sets and study their properties. Finally, the method is successfully applied to problems that contain uncertainties [1] . Bora et. al. introduce the basic concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix theory. Further the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix product has been applied to solve a problem in medical diagnosis [2] . Kalaichelviet. al. apply the concept of Intuitionist fuzzy soft matrices is applied to identify the group of children (based on age) worst affected. The influence of television on children causes great concern to the parents as excessive viewing by children results in physical, mental, behavioral, social and academic setbacks to younger generation [3] . Mondalet. al. forward the notion of fuzzy soft matrix theory and some basic results..Lastly we have given an application in decision making based on different operators of t-norms [4] . Basuet. al. purpose different types of matrices in fuzzy soft set theory. Moreover a new efficient solution procedure has been developed to solve fuzzy soft set based real life decision making problems which may contain more than one decision maker. [5] 
III. Methodology
Fuzzification involves the conversion of the input into a number of fuzzy set. It can be observed that fuzzy logic control the transition from one fuzzy set to another provides a smooth transition from one control action to another which depends on their different type of behaviour as shown in 
IV. Definition Of Fuzzy Soft Set
Mathematical developments have advanced to a very high standard and are still forthcoming today. The basic mathematical framework of fuzzy soft set theory will be described, as well as the most useful applications of this theory to other theories and techniques. The fuzzyparameters such as membership functions of the involved fuzzy variables must be tuned according to the knowledge base information; i.e, predicted data samples.
Let (S A , S) be fuzzy soft set over U. Then U×S defined as R A = {(U, S): SA, US A } Where R A is known as the relation of fuzzy set (S A , S) and is defined as in the form of matrix.
This is known as fuzzy soft set matrix of order m×n corresponding to the soft set (S A , S) over U. The above function is converted into matrix form and it can be solve by any matrix application to obtain single output which make decision in uncertainty.
Matrix Application
By applying fuzzy soft set theory it identify maximum and minimum satisfaction level of (particular model) mobile customers or users. In this formulation h is the total high performance of operation and m is the total number of users. The user has given their opinion as comparing their operation which one is maximum performance is denoted by H and minimum performance is denoted by L. All collected data's are shown in tables 1 to table 6. 
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The membership degree of pair if calculated by the formulation: In the above case it is very difficult to find the best performance or to give the grading according to their performance. So as per matrix application apply on the engineering problem, lathe machine performance data can be converted into matrix form to resolve which one is the best performance. 
VI. Conclusion
In addition, the complete description of a real system would often require far more detailed data than a human being could ever found simultaneously, process, and understand. In this decision the operation has to optimize which is more significant and machine will be purchase on the basis optimise operation.
